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Burning Things
 
Things are burning,
Things are burning.
Learning books are burning down,
Earning money is burning out.
Things are burning,
Things are burning.
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Friends
 
Friends are forever,
They stay togethere.
They play, They stay,
They make us happy and gay.
We help when in need,
They are friends indeed.
friends are fun,
Also in the sun.
They are fine,
I have nine.
We start to fight,
And they become knight.
But we are friends,
With all the trends.
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I Am A Girl
 
I am a girl,
As cute as a pearl.
I cry when sad,
That day is so bad.
I love to dance,
Just give me a chance.
When I have fear,
I start to shever.
But i am proud of me,
Don't you see.
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I Would Like To Be......
 
I would like to be a bird,
I will fly up in the sky.
i would like to be a fish,
I will swim and then be silm.
I would like to be a rose,
And then give a pose.
I would like to be a flower,
And then get all the power.
but at last I would like to be in the world,
Where others senses would be blur,
so I will be a super girl,
And then save everybody in the world.
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My Hobby Of Singing
 
I waited so long,
To sing a song.
I have a goal,
To sing to my soul.
I am a singer,
Tells my finger.
I play with my song,
And that's not rong.
I am the best,
from East or West.
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Peocock {cinquain}
 
PEOCOCK
                      COLOURFUL, BEAUTIFUL
                     DANCING, SINGING, FLYING
                       IT DANCES IN RAIN
                           COUNTOUR
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Smile
 
My face full of happiness,
My energetic excitement,
My eagerness,
They are all shown by my cute smile,
It is very precious,
And it is very unique too,
It is one of the uncountable,
And I will never let it go down,
And never frown, never frown, never frown....
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Star[cinquain]
 
STARS
                      NIGHT, BEAUTIFUL
                 TIWINKELING, SHINING, SMILING
                    ALWAYS THERE AT NIGHT
                           MAVIN
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Sun
 
I shine with my bright eyes open.
I can see you every time,
Because I have very sharp eyes.
I can see you flying with the rainbow colors,
And even when you make mistakes.
I give you food like fruits and vegetables,
To make you happy and gay.
But can you make proud please! ! ! ! ,
By keeping the earth clean.
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